
HOW DANGEROUS IS SOCIAL MEDIA FOR TEENAGERS

There are subtle dangers of social media that are either unknown, being ignored or minimized. As parents, we need to
know them to safeguard our kids.

Many visit these sites every day. It is popular because it allows you to send messages to a group of friends at
one time. Check out this comprehensive list of social media platforms and what they do including
recommended age rages. The debate rages on. Your child can get many other benefits from using social
media: Digital media literacy: exploring and experimenting on social media can help your child build the
knowledge and skills she needs to enjoy online activities and avoid online risks. Adolescents often speak
online to people they have existing relationships with offline. This page will help you learn more about social
media and teens, why it matters to them, and what the risks and benefits of social media can be. Comparing
ourselves to others is never healthy. Also, explain that passwords are there to protect them against things like
identity theft. Tell your kids that it's important to: Be nice. After all, young people often have more expertise
with these technologies and grew up with them as their major form of communication, entertainment and
information. Things to try These might be support networks â€” for example, for young people with disability
or medical conditions, teenagers who are same-sex attracted, or children from particular cultural backgrounds.
However, social media presents other, more pressing dangers. There are programs out there that are designed
to bring your child back onto the right path. Most of them have positive experiences online, but there are risks
involved, including whether the excessive use of social media can ultimately harm their mental health. Parents
suffer at the end and teens do as well. The danger with social media is that your child can be sent this material
by strangers or by trusted sources. Some say that they are valuable tools for adolescents to hone their social
skills. They could also change the design to create an environment that is conducive to more meaningful
conversations and less browsing and liking. Go through them together to make sure your kids understand each
one. In it, they agree to protect their own privacy, consider their reputation, and not give out personal
information. Risks of social media Social media sites can also pose risks. Teens and kids are suffering the
most. Teenagers and social media use is increasing, the main reasons teenagers regularly use social media
include: talking to friends joining in on group conversations learning about current events and staying up to
date with online content. Others say just the opposite â€” as young people become more and more dependent
upon social media as their social outlet, they are losing the ability to interact effectively in person. Even when
a teen thinks something has been deleted, it can be impossible to completely erase it from the Internet.
Radovic said. And sending a mean-spirited text, even as a joke, can be very hurtful to someone else and even
taken as a threat. Facebook is still the big one, but other sites, such as Instagram, Twitter, Snapchat, and Vine
are becoming increasingly popular.


